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Strong limit theorems are obtained for maximal and minimal multivariate k,- 
spacings, where {kn};=, is a sequence of positive integers satisfying k, = O(log n). 
The shapes, in terms of which these spacings are defined, are allowed to be quite 
general. They must only satisfy certain “entropy” conditions. The main tool for 
proving our results is a simple relation between these spacings and empirical 
measures. A number of examples are also included. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Deheuvels [4] made the “first steps” in the study of the almost sure 
behavior of multivariate spacings. He defined spacings in terms of 
multivariate squares. The aim of this paper is to continue the study of 
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multivariate spacings. Here, however, we allow the shapes, in terms of 
which the spacings are defined, to be more general. These are shapes which 
satisfy certain “entropy” conditions. Since squares in R”, de N, satisfy these 
conditions, our general definition of spacings in multidimensions includes 
as a special case the original one used by Deheuvels [4]. 
Once having defined what we mean by multivariate spacings, we will 
investigate the almost sure behavior of certain maximal and minimal 
multivariate spacings. Some of our results for minimal spacings are new 
even in the classical univariate case. One consequence of our study is that 
we settle a question raised by Deheuvels [4, p. 423 J concerning the 
behavior of spacings defined in terms of (in our terminology) circles or 
rectangles, since these shapes satisfy the aforementioned entropy 
conditions. Essential to our methods is a relation between spacings and 
empirical measures. 
We now specify our setup and introduce some notation. Let {Xi iz I be 
a sequence of independent uniform [0, lid, de N, random vectors defined 
on a probability space (Q, F, I’). (See the last two paragraphs of this 
section for an even more general setup.) We define the empirical measure at 
stage n by 
BEB~, (1.1) 
where Bd is the class of all Bore1 measurable subsets of Id := [0, lld. Let 
Cc Bd be a class of subsets of Zd such that 
(C.2) for all “small” a>O, C,= {CEC:A(C)=U} is non-empty, 
where A denotes Lebesgue measure, 
(C.3) for all “small” a > 0: whenever C E C with A(C) > a there exists 
a C’EC, with c’c C, 
(C.4) for all “small” a > 0 and for all M E N, whenever (x, , . . . . x,} c Z’ 
and C E C, there exists a C’ EC with A(C’) > a and 
i x 1, . . . . x,)nC=(x,,...,x,}nC’. 
Now for any integer 1 <k <n the maximal k-spacing (w.r.t. C) at stage n is 
defined to be 
M,,.=sup{A(C): CEC and nP,(C)<k}. (1.2) 
Similarly, let D c Bd be a class of subsets of Id such that 
(DA) IdeD, 
(D.2) for all “small” a > 0, D, = {DE D: A(D) = a} is non-empty, 
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(D.3) for all “small” a > 0: whenever D E D with A(D) < a there exists 
a D’ED, with DcD’, 
(D.4) for all “small” a>0 and for all HEN, whenever 
ix 1, . . . . x,) cZd and DED, th ere exists a D’ E D with A( D’) -=z a and 
b 1, . . . . x,,} n D = {x1, . . . . x,} n D’. 
For any integer 1 <k< n, the minimal k-spacing (w.r.t D) at stage n is 
defined to be 
m ,,.=inf(l3(0): DED and nP,(D)>k}. (1.3) 
EXAMPLE 1. Let d= 1 and C= ([u,a+c]:O<a<u+c< l> u (#}, 
then 
M/c. n = max (Xi+k:n-Xi:n)r 
O<i<n-k+l 
(1.4) 
where 
O:=X,:,,GX,:,d ... <Xx,:,<Xx,+,:,:=l 
are the order statistics based on X,, . . . . X,. Similarly, if 
D={(u,~+c):O~u<u+c~l}u(l}, then 
m k. n = min (Xi+ k:n - Xi,,) as. 
I<icn-k 
(1.5) 
This example shows that with these choices for C and D, the definitions 
Of Mk,; and mk, n nearly coincide with the classical detinitions of maximal 
and minimal (overlapping) uniform k-spacings. See, e.g., Beirlant and van 
Zuijlen [2]. The almost sure limiting behavior of these particular spacings 
has recently been the subject of rather intense investigations. For detailed 
results for MI,. and m,,., we refer to Slud [21], Devroye [9-111, 
Deheuvels [3], and Einmahl and van Zuijlen [14], and for results for M,,. 
when k > 1 and fixed or when k depends on n (k = k,), we cite Mason [20] 
and Deheuvels and Devroye [S]. A result for mk, n with k fixed is contained 
in Beirlant and van Zuijlen [ 11. Deheuvels [6] gives a survey of results of 
this type. 
As mentioned above, the first strong limit theorems for multivariate 
spacings were established in Deheuvels [4]. There M,,, is studied for 
arbitrary d E N and 
C={[u,,u,+c]x .‘. x[u,,a,+c]:OQzjauj+c~l 
for ail 1 djdd} u (41. (1.6) 
Further results for MI, n have been obtained by Janson [ 161. 
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Note that, in general, it is possible for Mk.n and mk, n not to be 
measurable as functions from Q to Iw and hence not random variables. We 
circumvent this problem by the following definition: For A c 52, we write A 
as. (almost surely), if there exists an Q, c A with P(s2,) = 1. 
Of course, the a.s. behavior of Mk, n and mk, n depends on how “full” the 
classes C and D are. Therefore, before presenting our main theorems, we 
must define for a class of sets E c Bd the following numbers which describe 
how “full” the class is. For any 0 <a < a( 1 + v) < 1 write 
minimum m 3 1 
for which there are sets B,, . . . . B, E Bd 
M,(a, VI = suchthatforanyEEE,={EEE,I1(C)=a}, 
E c Bi, and A( B, - E) < va for some 1 < i < m; 
cc if no such m 2 1 exists. 
For any O<(l -v)a<a< 1, write 
/ 
minimum m k 1 
for which there are sets B,, . . . . B, E B” 
N,(u, v) = such that for any E E E,, Bi c E, 
and i( E - Bi) d vu for some 1 < i $ m; 
cc if no such m 2 1 exists. 
For any O<u< 1, write 
I 
maximum m 2 1 
K,(a) = 
for which there are sets E,, . . . . E, E E, 
suchthatA(E,nE,)=Oforalli#j(l,<i,j<m); 
0 if no such m 2 1 exists. 
These numbers are related to the well-known concepts of s-entropy and E- 
capacity. (See, e.g., Kolmogorov and Tihomirov [ 181 and Gauglhofer and 
Bharucha-Reid [ 151.) 
Let {I&}:= 1 be a sequence of integers with 1 <k, < n. For ;1 E (0, co) let 
~:(a;) be the root greater (smaller) than 1 of x-log x- 1 = l/A. 
THEOREM 1. Assume 
lim sup loi2 Nc(& VI d * 
log( l/a) 
for all small v > 0 
a10 
(1.7) 
and 
lim inf log &Y(u) > 1 
010 log(l/a) ’ . 
(1.8) 
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(1.9) 
(II) Zf k,/log n + 0, then 
nMk n “‘= 
!5 logn 
1 as. (1.10) 
THEOREM 2. Assume that condition (1.7) holds with N,(a, v) replaced by 
M,(a, v) and [hat condition (1.8) holds with C replaced by D. 
(I) Zfk,/logn+dE(O, co), then 
as. 
{ l,, } ;;“= 1 with (II) If k, = [I,] (largest integer 6 I,) for some sequence 
I, 7 co and IJog n JO, then 
(1.11) 
lim k, l%bmkn. n/log n) 
log( l/n) = ’ 
as. 
n - cc 
(III) If k E N fixed, then 
a.s. 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
These two theorems give a rather complete description of the a.s. 
behavior of the maximal and minimal k,-spacings, when k, = O(log n). The 
next theorem is a generalization of the main result (Theorem 2) in 
Deheuvels and Devroye [S] and shows what stronger assumptions on 
N&a, v) and Kc(a) can yield. 
THEOREM 3. Assume 
lim sup logWd4 VI) 
a, ” LO log log( l/a) + log( l/v) < Og 
and 
lim infh3(a&Aa)), --oo 
010 loglog(l/a) . 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
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If k, = [I,,] + (smallest integer > I,,) for some sequence (I,, 1 z~= , with 1, r xl 
and l,/log n JO, then 
nM,n, n -1ogn 
!!% k, log( (log n)/k,) = ’ 
(1.16) 
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way. First, we 
provide some examples of classes C and D which satisfy the conditions on 
N, M, and K in Theorems l-3 (the proofs that these classes do indeed 
satisfy these conditions are deferred to the Appendix) and then we conclude 
this section by mentioning some possible generalizations of our results. In 
Section 2, some theorems and inequalities for the increments of the 
empirical measure are presented and proved. These results, which are likely 
to be of independent interest, are the main tools for proving Theorems 1 
and 2. The proofs of Theorems 1-3 are detailed in Section 3. 
The maximal and minimal one-dimensional uniform k-spacings as 
defined in Example 1 satisfy all the conditions on N, M, and K in 
Theorems l-3. This means that our theorems generalize the appropriate 
parts of the papers cited below Example 1. It should be emphasized, 
however, that some of these papers give a much more detailed description 
of the asymptotic behavior of the particular uniform spacings they 
consider. Theorem 2, with k > 1, appears to be new for every possible 
choice of D. 
EXAMPLE 2. A more general choice for C (D) than the one in 
Example 1, which satisfies all the requisite conditions on N, M, and K in 
the theorems is the class of all closed (open) rectangles with sides parallel 
to the coordinate axes, i.e., 
C={[a,,a,+c,]x ... x[a,,ad+~d]:O~a,~a,+cjdl 
forall 1 <j<d}u (4) (1.17) 
and 
D=((a,,a,+c,)x ... x(a,,a,+c,):O<uj<aj+cj<l 
forall 1 <j<d}u {Id). (1.18) 
If we replace the rectangles in ( 1.17) and ( 1.18) by squares (i.e., we assume 
Cl EC*= . . . =c(/, see (1.6)) then all the conditions are also satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 3. The closed (open) circles are also permissible. To be more 
precise, let II.jI denote the Euclidean norm on UP’ and define the closed 
(open) circles with center t E Rd by 
B,(t) = (sc UP: J/s - t(l < r ), r 20, (1.19) 
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B,(t)= {SEW: IIs--tll <r>, Y > 0, (1.20) 
Now write 
c= {B,(t)cZd: r-30, td), (1.21) 
D= {B,(t)cZd:r>O, tczZd}, (1.22) 
then C and D satisfy all the “entropy” conditions of Theorem 1-3. If the 
Euclidean norm is replaced by the maximum-norm in (1.19) and (1.20), 
then C and D in (1.21) and (1.22) are just the squares mentioned below 
(1.18). More generally, it can be shown, using a result in Kolmogorov and 
Tihomirov [18, p. 2961, that C and D in (1.21) and (1.22) satisfy the 
conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 if (1. I( is any norm on [w”. 
These last two examples answer to the affirmative the question posed by 
Deheuvels [4] mentioned above. 
The setup of this paper can be extended in a number of ways. Instead of 
having the uniform distribution on I”, we could have assumed that the Xi 
are distributed according to a distribution function F having a continuous 
densityf: (Note, however, that we would maintain the Lebesgue measure E, 
in the assumptions on C and D.) Under this last assumption, some results 
for Ml,., when d = 1, have been obtained by Deheuvels [S, 71. The 
theorems in this paper can easily be generalized in this direction using the 
ideas in Einmahl [12, Section 6.21. Another avenue towards generalization 
is to replace Id by an arbitrary (closed, bounded) subset A c IF!” (with 
non-empty interior). It is also easy to modify the results and proofs to this 
situation. 
2. RESULTS ON THE INCREMENTS OF THE EMPIRICAL MEASURE 
Recall the classes C and D used in the definitions of M,,. and mk,+, 
respectively. Define for “small” a > 0 
and 
d,+(a)=max(nP,(E): EED,} (2.1) 
d;(a) = min{nP,(E): EE C,}. (2.2) 
The purpose of this section is to establish results on the a.s. behavior of A,+ 
and A; when a = a, = O((log n)/n). So let (u”};= 1 be a sequence of such 
numbers with 0 <a, < 1. Furthermore, for c > 0 let 0,’ be the root > 1 of 
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B(log fl- 1) + 1 = l/c and c > 1 let 8, be the root < 1 of the same equation 
and set 8, =0 for O<c6 1. 
THEOREM 4. Assume 
lim sup 1% MD(% VI d * 
*og( *la) 
for all small v > 0, 
010 
lim sup log N&a, v) < 1 
*%(*/a) ’ 
for all small v > 0 
al0 
and 
lim inf 1% &(a) > *  
UlO log(@) ’ 
for E = C andfor E = D. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(I) Zf a, = (c log n)/n (c E (0, co )), then for either choice of sign 
A’(a,) 
!Ec log n 
- = c/?‘? as., (2.6) 
if c < 1, then even 
lim A;(a,) = 0 as. (2.7) n-cc 
(II) Write c, = (na,)/log n. Zf c, JO and log( l/c,)/log n JO, then 
*%(*lc”) 
!if log n 
A,+(a,) = 1 a.s. (2.8) 
(III) Ifa,,=n-’ (c~(l, co)) and c/(c- l)$ N, then 
lim A,f(a,) = [c/(c- l)] 
n + am 
a.s. (2.9) 
For a complete description of the a.s. behavior of A’ when C and D are 
defined as in (1.17) and (1.18) (i.e., classes of rectangles), we refer to 
Einmahl and Ruymgaart [ 131 or Einmahl [ 12, Chaps. 5 and 63. There, 
sequences which decrease slower than (c log n)/n are also considered. 
Before we proceed to. the proof of Theorem 4, we first present a number 
of inequalities which we will need there. We begin with a well-known fact 
for binomial random variables. Define h(x) = x(log x - 1) + 1, x > 0. 
FACT 1. Let n E N, 0 < p < 1, and B(n, p) a binomial random variable 
with parameters n and p. Then we have for A > 1 
P(B(n, p) 2 Lnp) 6 exp( -@z(1)) (2.10) 
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and 
PtB(n, P) < rip/A) 6 exp( - nph( l/J)). (2.11) 
FACT 2 (Mallows [19]). If (N,, . . . . N,), m E f$ is multinomially 
distributed with parameters n and PI, . . . . pm, where n E N and p, , . . . . pm are 
nonnegative with c,“= 1 pi = 1, then we have for any k >, 0 
(2.12) 
and 
(2.13) 
Since A,+(a) and A;(a) need not be measurable, we must use the outer 
probability measure, denoted by P*, in our inequalities for these quantities. 
INEQUALITY 1. For any “smaZ1” a > 0 and v, IL such that a < a( 1 + v) < 1 
undl>l+v we have 
P*(A,+(a) > Ina) < M&a, v) exp{ -na(l + v) h(L/( 1 + v))}; (2.14) 
for any “small” a > 0 and v, /z such that 0 < a( 1 - v) < a and ,I > 1 we haoe 
P*(d~(a)~nna/A)~~Nc(a,v)exp{-na(l-v)h(l/(~(l-v)))}. (2.15) 
Proof These inequalities follow readily using the sets B,, . . . . B,, 
introduced in the definitions of Mu(ra, v) and N&a, v), and applying the 
inequalities in Fact 1. 1 
INEQUALITY 2. For any “small” a > 0 and I > 0, we have 
and 
P*(A,+(a) -C 2) < exp{ --&,(a) P(B(n, a) > A)} (2.16) 
P*(d; (a) > A) d exp{ -&(a) P(B(n, a) < ,I)}. (2.17) 
Proof. We only prove (2.16), since the proof of (2.17) is nearly the 
same. Let P, be a set {E,, . . . . E,} in the definition of K,(a) with 
#P,=&,(a). Then we have, using (2.12), 
P*(A,+(a) <A) d P(pGa; nP,(E) <A) 
0 
< EFp P(nP,(E) < A) = P(B(n, a) < i)Ko(ol 
D 
= (1 - P( B(n, a) 2 IZ))KD(a) 
G ew{ -&da) P(B(n, a) 2 A)}. I 
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In the proof of Theorem 4, parts I and II, we need the following fact in 
order to evaluate the binomial probabilities in (2.16) and (2.17). 
FACT 3 (Kiefer[17]). Assume n1/2a,+0, &,--+a, and n-‘/2&,+0. If 
lim sup, _ o. na,/,i, < 1, then 
logP(B(n,a,)~~,)=~,(log(na,/l,)-na,/~,+ 1 +0(l)}; (2.18) 
if lim inf, _ ~ na,ll, > 1, then 
log P(B(n, a,,) < 2,) = &(log(na,/l,) -na,/l, + 1 + o(l)}. (2.19) 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proofs of (2.6k(2.9) are all very similar. 
Therefore, we restrict ourselves for the sake of brevity to a proof of (2.6) 
for d,+ and a proof of (2.8). See also Einmahl and Ruymgaart [13] for a 
detailed proof that [c/(c - 1 )] is a lower bound for the lim sup in 
part (III), when D is the class of rectangles. 
We first prove that 
lim sup A,f (a,)/log n < cfi,’ 
n + u 
as.. (2.20) 
if a, = (c log n)/n. Let E > 0 arbitrary (but “small”), and write 
nk = [( 1 + .~/2)~] for k E N. Observe that 
~i-~~~<nlA,+(a,)llogn~A,+,(a,,-,)/lognk~,. (2.21) 
Hence by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it suffices to show that C pk < ~0, 
with pk = P*(A;(a,,-,) > (1 + 2~) I$: log nk- ,). Using (2.14), we have for 
large k 
Pk=P*(d,+k(a,k-,)~(1+2E)B:nka,,~,nk-,/nk) 
G P*(A,+, (a,,-,) 2 (1 +E) b:nkank-,) 
G MD(ank-, , 4 ew{ -nkank-,(l +E) W:)} 
= MD(ank-,, &)exp(-nk(l+E)(lognk-,)/nk-,) 
< M&a,,-, , E) ni!‘l+E). 
From (2.22) and (2.3), we have 
(2.22) 
lim sup log Pk < lim sup l”gMD(a,,-,,E)-(l+E)iognk-, 
k-m lognkpl k+rn l”gnk-, 
= lim sup log Mda,,-,, ~1 
W l/a,, - , ) > 
-(l +E) 
k+m 
< 1 -(l+&)= --E. (2.23) 
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This implies C pk < co, which completes the proof of (2.20). Next, we 
prove that 
lim inf A,f (a,)/log n > c/?: 
n-cc 
a.s. (2.24) 
for a, = (c log n)/n. Again, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it suffices to show 
that C p, < co, where now pn = P*(A,+ (a,) < (1 -E) c/I<? log n). From 
(2.16) we have 
pn~expf-lY,(a,)P(B(n,a,)B(l-E)cB,+ logn)) (2.25) 
and from (2.18), we have for large n, since ht, 
logP(B(n,a,)~(1-&)c~~logn) 
=~(1-E)cB~~log~}{log(ll((l-&)P:)) 
- 1/((1 -EfB,f)+ 1+4U) 
= -ClOgtZ{h((l-E)fl;)+O(l)}> -(I-b)lOgn, (2.26) 
for some 6>0. Combining (2.25) with (2.26) yields 
pn < exp( - K,(a,) n-” -6)) := exp( -r,,). 
Using (2.5), we obtain (cf. (2.23)) 
(2.27) 
lim inf !%!I!! = 
n-m logn ( 
lim inf log KD(Un) 
n-cc log(l/u,) -(l-@ ) 
al-(1-S)=S, (2.28) 
which implies that C pn < cc. Hence (2.6) is proved for A,+. 
We now consider (2.8). Similar to (2.20), we first prove that under the 
assumptions of part (II) 
lim sup log( l/c,) A,+ (u,)/log n < 1 
“-02 
as. (2.29) 
Let E > 0 and nk = 2k for k E fV. Since log( l/c,,)/log nJ and a,1 we have 
n,-:tx< ?zk 
loEd l/en) 
log n A,+(4 G 
log(l/cn,_,) A+(u 
log?&, *’ nk-l). 
(2.30) 
Hence, it suffices to show that 2 pk < co, with 
Pk=P*(A;hz-,)a (1 +E)logplk~Illog(l/c,k_,)). 
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Writing 
2 =lognk-l 
k 
nkank-, 
*%ulcn,-,) 
and using (2.14) we have for large k 
Pk=P*(A,+k(a.,-,)2(* +E)nkank-,Jk) 
d MD(ank-, , &) exp(-nkank-j(l +&I h(Ak)). (2.31) 
Since c, --+ 0 it is easily seen that 1, + cc as k + 00. We also have 
h(x) N x log x as x -+ cc and log L,/log( l/~,,~_,) + 1 as k + co. Hence, from 
(2.3 1 ), we have for large k 
Pk 6 %tankmI1 &) exp{ -nkank_l(l + iE) Ak log Ak) 
6 Mda,, , 2 E)exp{-(1 +~E)lognk-l} 
= MD(ankm,, E) nk11,+(“4)E). (2.32) 
But now we are in the same situation as at the end of (2.22). Hence, since 
again log( l/a,)/log n -+ 1 as n -+ co, 
lim sup loi? Pk 1 < --&. 
k-m log+-, 4 
(2.33) 
This completes the proof of (2.29). 
To complete the proof of (2.8), we need to show that under the 
assumptions of part (II) 
lim inf log( l/c,) A,+ (a,)/log n B 1 
n - II(’ 
as. (2.34) 
As in the proof of (2.24), it sufices to show C pn < co, where now 
P, = P*(A,f(aJ < (1 -ENlog n)llog(llc,)). 
Using (2.18) we see that for large n (cf. (2.26)) 
log P(Hn, a,) 
2 (1 - ENlog nmg(*lc,)) 
=(1-E) lo~~;c,){log(c”*~~lE/,.))-c~*~~lc/c”)+ 1 +0(l)} 
- = -(l -s)logn 1 l- *mog( */c?M 1 El) + 1 + 4 1) 
log( l/C”) I 
= -(l-.s)logn{l+o(l)}$ -(1-6)logn, (2.35) 
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for some 6 > 0. Combining (2.35) with (2.16) it readily follows that 
Pn~exp(-K,(a,)n-“-6)). 
Now the proof of (2.34) can be completed as in (2.28). 1 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS l-3 
The proofs of Theorems l-3 hinge on the following simple event 
identities (cf. Mason [20, Lemma 1 ] ). 
EVENT IDENTITIES. For n E N, 1 <k < n, and “small” a > 0, we have 
Wk.,,>4 = MA4-W (3.1) 
and 
h. ?I <a}= {A,+(a)>k}. (3.2) 
Proof. Since the proofs of (3.1) and (3.2) are almost identical, we 
confine ourselves to a proof of (3.1). First, suppose Mk, n > a, then because 
of (1.2) there exists a C E C with nP,(C) <k and n(C) > a. By (C.3), we can 
choose a c’ E C, such that C’ c C, which implies that d;-(u) < k. Now 
suppose d;(u)< k. By (C.4), there exists a C’EC with n(C’)>u and 
nP,( C’) < k, which implies that Mk, n > a. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. (I). Observe that we may assume w.1.o.g. that 
k, = [A log n] + since Mk, .t as kf. Choose 1 E (0, cc ) and set c/?; = 1. Note 
that l/j, = cl: and c = ICY:. Let 0 < E < 1. From (3.1), we have 
i ( A- (1 +E)clogn n 1 <cfi,Y logn i.0. n I 
= Wfkn, n >(l+e)clogn i.0.) (3.3) 
and 
i ( 
A- 
n 
U-Ww ,cp-logn i. 
. . 
n 1 
’ c 
I 
= (nM,“,,,<(l -E)clogn i.0.). (3.4) 
It is easily seen from Theorem 4 and its proof that condition (2.3) is only 
needed for the results for d,+ and that condition (2.4) is only needed for the 
results for A;. Applying Theorem 4, Part I, we have for either choice of 
sign 
A- (lkE)clogn ” ( )i log n -+ 41 rt c) 8(;k,,c a.s. n (3.5) 
683:24/I-12 
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Note that c(1 -E) /?,, , jC < c/?, < c( 1 + E) /?n +E,C. Hence, from (3.3 ) and 
(3.4) we have 
P*(nMkn, n >(l+e)clogn i.o.)=O; (3.6) 
P*(nM, “,,, ,<(i -c)clogn i.o.)=O. (3.7) 
(II) Since M,, .r as kt and AcrT 1 1 as 110, we immediately have 
from (1.9) that 
lim sup nM, n J < 1 a.s. 
n + cx log n 
(3.8) 
if k,/log n + 0. Again, using Mk, .r as kf, we see that to complete the proof 
of part (II), it suffices to show that 
lim inf nM,, ./log n > 1 
n+2 
a.s. (3.9) 
From (3.1) we have for every 0 < E < 1 
i^ ; ((lW,,ogn)>l i.o.}={nM,..<(l--s)logn i.0.). (3.10) 
Now, (2.7) yields (3.9). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of part (I) is, mutatis mutandis, the 
same as the proof of part (I) of Theorem 1 and will therefore be omitted. 
(II) Define c, by I,, =log n/log(l/c,). Note that for either choice of 
sign ct, * & JO and log( l/cf, * “)/log n JO. Hence, we can apply Theorem 4, 
Part (II), which yields for either choice of sign 
log(llcn) logn A,f (c’*E~ogn)-b& a.s. (3.11) 
But from (3.2), we have 
{AC (c’+e~ogn)>I,, i.o.]= (nmk,,n<c~+Elogn i.o.) (3.12) 
and 
{A+ (c”~‘~ogn)$Z,, i.o.}=(nm,“,“Bcb-‘logn Lo.}. (3.13) 
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Combining (3.11) and (3.12), we see that 
P*(&log(%)>l+c i.0.) 
= P*(nmkn, n < cf, +E log n i.0.) = 0 (3.14) 
and similarly, we have from (3.11) and (3.13) 
p* 1, 
( 
- log 
log(W) ( > 
nmk,, < 1 --E 
log n 
i.0. 
> 
= 0. (3.15) 
Combining (3.14) and (3.15) with the fact that k,/l, = [1,1/l, 4.1 as n -+ cc 
yields (1.12). 
(III) Let k E N be fixed and choose E > 0. Observe that for small 
enough E > 0, 
[(l+;+E)/(;+E)]=k 
and 
[( 1 +;-E)/(;-g)]=k+ 1. 
Hence, we have from Theorem 4, Part (III), 
4 (nl+c!,k,+J+k a.s. (3.16) 
A,+ (nl+(:,kJ++ 1 as. (3.17) 
But from (3.2), we have 
{A: (nl+(!,k’+E)>k i.,)={mk,“~nl+,!,k,+e i.,.} (3.18) 
and 
{A: (n,+c:,k,-E)$k i.o.j={mk,.bnl+(t,l-, i.o.1. (3.19) 
Combining (3.16) and (3.18), we see that 
1 
nl+(l/k)+~ i.0. = 0 (3.20) 
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and similarly, we have from (3.17) and (3.19) 
i.0. =O. (3.21) 
From (3.20) and (3.21) we get (1.13), which completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 1 
Before we present the proof of Theorem 3, we require some additional 
facts. 
INEQUALITY 3. Let n E N, k E N,, p E (0, 1 ), and k < np. Then, we have 
tndk pk 
P(B(n, p) 6 k) 6 e-“Pkl e 
1 
1 -k/W) 
(3.22) 
Proof We have, writing ep*p(np)k epk/k! = R, 
j=O 
= jco (k/(v))‘~ (1 -k/(v))-‘. I (3.23)
FACT 4 (Devroye[ll]). Let n,kEN, l<k<n, and p~(O,l). Then 
we have 
P(&, P) < k) 2 ecnp (k _ 1 )! ok-‘exp (a)( 1 -x)“-‘. (3.24) 
FACT 5 (Deheuvels and Devroye [8]). Let (m,}F= 1 be a sequence of 
numbers with m, +co and m,/logn-+O as n-co. Then 
m, log((log n)lm,) = 4log n) (3.25) 
and 
log log n = o(m, log((log n)/m,)). (3.26) 
Proof of Theorem 3. We first prove that 
lim sup n”kn, n -logn <l as 
II-do k,(hd(log n&J ’ * . 
(3.27) 
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Let E > 0 and write nk = [e$], for k E N. We have to show that 
171 
-logn>(1+2&)k,log (y) Lo.) = 0. 
Observe that 
(3.28) 
Hence by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it suffices to show that C pk < 00, 
where 
min 
log n 
M+ (1+2E) 
kn log n 
Q-,<:“G?lk 
;log k 
( ))) 
. (3.29) 
n 
Using the assumptions on {I,}:= 1, it is easily seen that the minimum in 
this expression is larger than 
log nk -+(l+r)$log 
nk 
(3.30) 
for large k. Write b, = 1, log((log n)/l,) and a, = n-‘(log n + (1 + E) b,). 
Then combining (3.29) and (3.30) and using (3.1), we obtain for large k, 
Pk G P*(Mknk. nk-, > art,) = P*(d,-,(a,,) <k,). (3.31) 
NOW choosing v = vk = (nk _ 1 a,,)-’ and Using the definition Of N,(U, V), we 
see that (cf. Inequality 1) 
P*(d,_,(a,,)<k,,)cN,(a,,, vk)P(Btnkely a,,(1 -Vk))<h). (3.32) 
Now, our main task is evaluating rk := P(B(nk- , , unk( 1 - vk)) < k,). Using 
Inequality 3, we have 
rk < 
p-nk-in4(1 -“!+)(nk- l~nk(l - v~))~% 
km! 
(3.33) 
Observe that a,,( 1 - vk) k,, + 0 and k,,/(nk- lunk(l - vk)) -+ 0 as k -+ co. 
Hence 
k 
> 
-1 
,+‘l - vdky l- 
nk-lank?l -vk) 
= 1 -t-o(l). (3.34) 
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From (3.33), (3.34), and Stirling’s formula (k! > kk/ek), we have 
rkQ(1+o(l))exp{-nk-,a,,+nk-,a,,vk+k,,log(nk-,a,,) 
+ k,, loid 1 - vk) - k,, log k,, + 4,). (3.35) 
Using nk- l/nk = 1 - (1 + o( 1))/(2 log nk) as k -+ co, k, = [I,]‘, and Fact 5, 
it is readily seen that the right side of (3.35) is for large k less than 
(l+o(l))n;‘exp(-fEi.ilog(~)) 
dn;‘exp(-cloglognk)=n,‘(lognk)-C, (3.36) 
for any C > 0. 
By condition (1.14), there exists an M>O such that for all a, v > 0 “suf- 
ficiently small” 
N&a, v) < a - ‘v - M(log( l/a))M. (3.37) 
Combining (3.31)-(3.32) and (3.35)-(3.37) and using vk = (1 + o(l))/log nk, 
we see that for large k, 
PkGtl+dl)) & (log nk)M (log nk)“n;‘(log nk)-c 
=(I +O(I))(l/lognk)~+‘-2M. (3.38) 
Using nk 2 e&l2 and choosing C> 2M+ 1, we see that C Pk < oc), which 
completes the proof of (3.27). 
Finally, we have to show that 
lim inf “M/c”, n -logn >1 as 
n-m k,log((logn)/k,)’ ” 
(3.39) 
or, equivalently, 
-logn$(l--r)k,,log(!y) i.o.)=O, (3.40) 
where 0 <E < 1 is arbitrary. So by the Borefkantelli lemma, it suffices to 
prove that 2 pn < CD, where p,, = P*(nM,“, n - log n < (1 - E) b,) and 
b, = k, log( (log n)/k,). Writing a,, = n - ‘(log n + ( 1 - E) b,), we have from 
(3.1) that for large n 
in = f’*(~,(aJ 3 k,) (3.41) 
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and by (a slight modification of) (2.17), we see that for large n 
p*(d,, (4) 2 kJ d ew{ -&hJ QB(n, 4 < k,)}. (3.42) 
Similarly, as below (3.32), we now have to evaluate r, := 
P(B(n, a,) <k,). Using Fact 4, we see that 
rn3 
e -  ““qnu,)h -  1 
(k,- l)! 
exp(2(~~~.))(1-~~“P1. (3.43) 
Observe that since k, = o(log n) 
k,- 1 k2 
21 -L= 1+0(l) (3.44) 
n 
and PZU~/( 1 - a,) = o( 1). Hence, we have for large n 
r,>,(l+o(l))exp(-nu,+(k,-l)lognu,-log((k,-l)!)). (3.45) 
Using Stirling’s formula ((k - l)! < 3kk/ek), we have from (3.45) for large n 
r,~(1+o(l))exp(-nu,+(k,-1)lognu,-k,logk,+k,-log3}. 
(3.46) 
Now by some elementary analysis, using Fact 5, we see that the right side 
of (3.46) is larger than (for large n) 
(1 +o(l))n~‘exp(-$b,)~nn’exp(Cloglogn)=n~~’(logn)C, (3.47) 
for any C>O. 
From condition (1.15), we have that there exists an M > 0 such that for 
all a > 0 “sufficiently small” 
K,(u)~ua-‘(log(l/u))-M. (3.48) 
Combining (3.41)-(3.42) and (3.46)-(3.48) we see that for large n 
~n~exp{-(l+o(l))n(logn)~‘(logn)~Mn~l(logn)C} 
=exp(-(l+o(l))(logn)C-M-‘}. (3.49) 
By choosing C > A4 + 2, we obtain C pn < co, which completes the proof of 
(3.39) and hence the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
APPENDIX 
In order to carry out, in an economical way, the necessary calculations 
which show that the examples introduced in Section 1 actually satisfy the 
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required “entropy” conditions, we make a number of observations. It is 
easily seen that ( 1.14) implies ( 1.7) and that ( 1.15) implies ( 1.8 1. Therefore, 
it suffices to prove that our examples satisfy the following four properties: 
(A) for all E > 0 there exists an a’ > 0 such that for all 0 -c N d a’ 
M,(a, v) ,< (l/a)’ +&; 
(B) for all E > 0, there exists an a’ > 0 such that for all 0 < a < a’ 
KD(a)>(l/a)‘m”; 
(C) there exist M, a’, V’ > 0 such that for all 0 < a < a’ and 0 < v 6 v’ 
N&h v)~(lla){(llv)log(lla))“; 
(D ) there exist M, a’ > 0 such that for all 0 < a Q a’ 
G(a) 3 (lla)(log(W))-“. 
Observe that D implies B if D is related to C as in all our examples. 
Therefore, we only have to show (A), (C), and (D) for (multivariate) 
squares, rectangles, and circles. Since it is obvious that (A) and (C) are 
true for squares if they are true for rectangles and that (D) is true for 
rectangles, if it is true for squares, it is enough to prove (A) and (C) for 
rectangles and circles and (D) for squares and circles. 
We begin by demonstrating property (A) for (open) rectangles. From 
Einmahl [12, pp. 68-701, it is immediate that 
(A.11 
where I< log( l/a)/log( l/e) and 0 = (l/( 1 + v))“(‘~+‘). (Here and in the 
remainder of the Appendix, it is tacitly assumed that a and v are 
“sufficiently small.“) The right side of (A.l) is in turn less than or equal to 
(A.21 
where cl, c2 E (0, cc ) only depend on the dimension d. Of course, (A. 1) and 
(A.2) together imply that condition (A) is satisfied. In an almost identical 
manner, it can be shown that the right side of inequality (A.2) is also upper 
bound for N&a, v) if C is the class of closed rectangles. This means that 
property C is satisfied, provided we choose M > 2d- 1. 
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Next, we show that property (A) holds for (open) circles. Assume we 
have a circle t in Rd with A(T) = (v/(d+ l))du. Then all circles with center in 
T and Lebesgue measure equal to a are contained in the circle with the 
same center as t and with Lebesgue measure (I+ v)a. Observe that there 
exists a square S, contained in r, which has sides parallel to the coordinate 
axes and for which n(S) = cvda, for some c E (0, 1) depending only on d. 
Hence, we immediately have that 
M,(a, v) < 2/(cvdu), (A.31 
which proves property (A) for circles. Again, a similar proof shows that the 
same number is an upper bound for N&u, v) if C is the class of closed 
circles. Choosing M> d proves property (C) for this case. 
Finally, we show property (D) for (closed) squares and circles. Let us 
begin with the squares. It is easily seen that there exists a collection of 
[l/u”“]” closed squares with disjoint interiors and Lebesgue measure a. 
But [ l/ul’“ld >, 1/(2u), which proves property (D). Since for fixed dimen- 
sion d, there is a fixed ratio between a square and the largest circle 
contained in it, it is readily seen that we have for closed circles 
&(a) 2 c/u, (A.41 
where c E (0, 1) depends only on d. Hence, the proof that all the examples 
indeed satisfy the “entropy” conditions in the theorems is completed. 
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